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Costa Rica
Paramotor Expedition



When ? 
April 20-27 (8 days / 7 nights / 7 flying days). 

There is no shortage of fun things to do in Costa Rica, no 
matter what type of vacation you are looking for. Costa Rica 
is renowned for its stunning biodiversity, vast protected 
spaces and warm weather. It's home to dense jungles, active 
volcanoes, rushing rivers, spectacular waterfalls and vibrant 
cities. Now imagine seeing all these from the air! 

5 Scout Moster 185
1 Parajet Maverick Moster 185

2 Air Conception Nitro 200 
1 Air Conception Moster 185 

1 PAP Atom 80

PILOT: US�3,300.00 
in single occupancy / private room - NOT SHARED!

GUEST: �2,650.00  
(non-pilot)double occupancy shared with a pilot. 

Paramotor Rental: �150.00 per day 
(Scout, Parajet, Air Conception and PAP). We do not 
charge for first day (practice day). You would only 
pay for 6 days. We have 10 paramotors for rent:

Pura Vida



EXTRA ACTIVITIES: �500.00 per person. 
This includes: white water rafting, ATV safari 

through the jungle, zip-lining / canopy touring 
and waterfall hikes.  



Day 1   Arrival to San José and transfer to Dominical  
      (3.5 hour drive). Practice day.  

Day 2   Flight from Dominical to Chacara 
      (out-n-return). Waterfall visit in the afternoon. 

Day 3  Flight from Dominical to Bejuco Beach (cross
      country). White Water rafting in the afternoon. 

Day 4  Local flights in Bejuco Beach. ATV tour in the afternoon.



Day 5   Flight from Bejuco Beach to Puntarenas (cross 
      country). Transfer to Arenal in the afternoon.

Day  6   Flight from Aeroclub to Arenal Volcano (cross 
      country). Zip-Line in the afternoon. 

Day 7  Local flights at Arenal Volcano. Suspended 
      bridges in the afternoon. 

Day 8  Transfer from Arenal to San José. Departure from 
      San José Airport.



Airport transfers (arrival greeting)

Hotel accommodation (4-star hotels) with breakfast. 

Total of 7 nights!

Welcome dinner

Air Wave Paramotor Tour kit (Dry-fit long sleeve shirt, 
cotton t-shirt, hat, beach towel, beach bag, travel sachet, 
key-ring, stickers, etc.) 

Transportation of paramotors and gear to each LZ

Base camp at all LZs with soft drinks, beer and snacks

Unlimited paramotor fuel / oil 

All park permits 

Jose Casaudoumecq
Miami, Florida - U.S.A.

      +17865148688

      airwavetours@gmail.com

      @airwavetours

TOUR INCLUDES:

Airticket to Costa Rica
Paramotor rental
Meals (breakfast only)
Extra activities (unless activity package is bought 
at the same time as paramotor tour)
Insurance
Crew tips (optional)

Book Now! 
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